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Group Communications Worksheets
It is essential that your team learn to speak well and clearly articulate their ideas and solutions. This
series presents exercises we’ve used at our meetings.

Tell us a Really Short Story
How to use this exercise:
Using the phrases below go around the table have each student tell a 20-30 second story using the
provided topic.
Then move to the next student.
When you are done go around the table and have other students recite stories told by their follow team
members.
Look for descriptive, vivid stories.
AN EXAMPLE: “I was walking in the woods enjoying the sun on my face, the gentle shade of the trees,
and the warm grass on my bare feet. A bright red bird, chattering in the branches distracted me and I fell
into an old well. I tumbled into the darkness and landed on a soft bed of old leaves. As the sun set I
settled down for the night hoping someone would come looking for me…”
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Tell us a Really Short Story: 20 seconds
Theme Î Development Î Conclusion
Name

Topic
Finding something green
A funny animal
Eating a weird food
Seeing a purple animal
Finding an old house
Learning a new game
Doing a cool experiment
Winning a game
Best sports play
Winning a race
Climbing the tallest building
Painting a house
Cleaning your room
Playing hide and seek.
Meeting a bear in the woods.
Finding a flying suit
Diving to the bottom of the ocean
Being turned into a monkey
Discovering a lost city.
Riding a giraffe
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